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This‘ invention rel ates:w to‘ ‘improvement vin wall 
construction, and‘ particularlyitq such?construcf 
tion’ formed from precast units of concrete, or 
like material, and the method of erecting the 

object of‘ the invention; generally,~is to pro 
vide a wall construction that “may be economical 
ly'erected into building structures ‘of‘ variousde 
signs, and which, when assembled, "provides “a 
rigidan'd permanent structure at a relatively low 

mate'rial‘and ere'c'tionc'ost'; ' __ I _ V A more speci?' object is tcuiprovide~ a wall struc: 

ture comprisingspaced parallel walls‘ formed 
from" slabs 'of'3 preformed east; concrete, or equivag 
lent determine slabs of ‘the main‘ wallnstruc 
ture being ge?erally'rectangula'r with» especially 
formed‘ corner" members that cooperate with‘ the 
side Wall members'to fornia continuousjlangle 
Wall section, whereby the structure~ may behtied 
together in such nianneras?toianroviderigidity 
and stréngtli' when the building- structure is 

4.4.“ _ ,_ e‘ ,_ n H .7’. 

Another object of the‘ invention’ isntodprqvide 
a) wall structure of“ the type mentioned‘ with _a 
foundation or; footing" so~ constructed and: co: 
o'niin'ate‘dv with" the superstructure so thatsthe 
entire assembly of parts may‘ be ac v Mately 
leveled,‘ thereby' avoiding any strain or stress‘ on 
any part ofthe structure when the’ superstructure 
is erected.‘ v ‘s _ _ I s 1' , 

Another object of 'the mve'ntionis'm' provide 
in‘ such‘ a‘structure' an'im'pr'oved means‘ ior'tyi?g 
together‘ the - separate" units” in‘ order that’ the 
several" courses; constituting the building‘ struci 
ture, will ‘ be integrally‘ united‘ and * strengthened 
both in a‘lateral and verticaldire'létion." _‘ ‘ r _ 
Another object‘ of ' the inv'en'i'on is “to provide 

an‘improved method of erecting‘ a‘wa‘ll struck 
ture" utilizing the?structural ‘ parts hereinafter 
more‘particularly'described'; v h ‘ 

Additional ~ novel‘ structural advantages‘ and 
method stepsattained ‘byf' the-invention “willfa‘p 
pear from" the " following- detailed " description 
thereof 7 taken in connection‘ ‘with"the~~-accompanyi 
ing'drawings, in which:- 7 J v _ _ ‘I ’ 

Figql isia vplan viewffo'f’ arsecti-onjof *‘a ‘building 
structure-illustrating the tying together with :the 
niea-ns’for supporting the: levelihg'tof‘th’e ?rst'or 
lower course of the suberstructure; 

Fig; 2 is l a; cross section vtaken 'sub'stantiallly'i'on ‘ 

m'e1me2l_zemg.1; _ A v ,_ Fig; 3' is "a cross section taken substantiallyr‘on 

the'line‘3;3 ofFig. 1; , 7, v_ _ _ s 

Fig‘.’ 4' ‘a’ vertical sectional ‘viewtakén sub 
stantially on the lined-4m‘ ‘Fig; 1; ' 
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liFLigL-‘? essayist siliiiler t6 ?fe: .1’, hilt with 
tneic?rst. QQurSe of thesunerstructure assembled 
together with the structure constituting the tie 
-for__the corner section; “ _ 

L ‘Fign?v is a cross sectiontaken substantially‘qn 
theline, 6+5 QfWFig- ,5), vbut with’ ihe?vinssqm 
PIE/teeny, a, noureduqoncrete. layer which is poured 
subsequently to the leveling of the ?rst course of 
thewall structure; ., .. .. ,7 s, I. 

.7 is a perspective‘ vieuoi uonepi?thectie 
Plates tor, tyinstosether the Parallel spaced wells, 
the illustrationglin Fig. 1 being the form of tie 
plate 318ml inning the ?rst course; , 

. Fig-.8 is. a View similar to Fig- 45,, hut-illustrate? 
ing‘ thestructureafter the second course'has been 

Fig.3. is a vertical section’ taken substantially 

onthe Iine'Q-T-BQrEigS; . .is-, 10 is‘ winner edgeview in eleilatiqn of the 
egzternal corner brace memberatwith' which the 
corner tie cqnstriwtionis assembled; 4 _, .7 

F'g. 11 is'a horizontal section taken substan 
tiallywon the line! l-_—HI |_ of Fig; 10; 
Fig-“.12 is interisvr ,faceuview own inner 

tie member constituting__an elementuof the gene 
eral tie structure for the corner section of the 

Wall; , c. .. _ _ 'ig,‘_1_3 is a'perspective View ofatie plate mem 

ber. bytwnich, the elements shown in rise. 10 
and; 12 are’tied together,’ substantially thesame 
form oftie meniberbeing employed for the cross 
tie ofthe parallel side walls’; , , v 
Fig.‘ l4“ illustrates a“ section similar to that_il 

lustrated in ‘Fig. 5} with modi?ed corner units 
and tie construction; 

Fig. 15 is a vie'wv similar to Fig. 14,"but illusé 
trating'the'structure after'the second course has 
been assembled; _ _V , 

Fig 16 is a detailview of thewall corner units 
of" the‘ structurewshown in FigshlLl and 15, the 
units beingseparatedlfor clearness; V A M > , 0 

Fig.1’? “is a detail ‘view of the strutor tie meme 
ber’s’employed inthe‘lco'rner tie construction illus 
trated in Figs. 14 and 15 _; 
,Fig; v18 is a view similar tdrig‘, >5,‘ purifies 

further modification of the vcorner construction 
and of the corner tie structure‘; and 

Fig"; 19, is 'a view similar to Fig.v 1s, butlillu's'i 
tra 'ng‘ the structure after the second course has 
been assemm‘ed; , I _ , I _ , 

In accomplishing- the objects of (the invention, 
the‘pro‘gxre‘ssivestebsin the erectionof a simpie 
angular Wall building structure vare‘illustrated. 
In each 01'‘ thevembodimejntso'f the‘invention, foundation or footing is of'the same construc 
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plates l8 by a tie bar or rod 28 secured, as shown 
in Fig. 1 of the drawings, to the adjacent outside 
rods l2 of the pair of rods that support the plates 
l3 adjacent to the corner of the structure. 
After the footing has been prepared as de 

scribed and all ?rst course slabs leveled, a massed 
irregular layer of concrete 2i is ?lled in around 
the base of the lower course slabs and over the 
leveling plates, the lower portion of the ?rst 
course slabs being partially embedded in the 
poured layer of concrete, as best illustrated in 
Fig. 6. The upper portion of the laterally spaced 
parallel slabs, forming the inner and outer wall 
of the wall structure, are tied together by a 
specially formed tie member illustrated in per 
spective in Fig. 7. 

It will be noted that the inner surface of the 
unit slabs I‘! are formed with T slots 22, the head 
of the T extended longitudinally of the slab and 
the vertical stroke of the T being inset in the 
inner surface of the wall slab. These T slots 
are provided at the center of the longitudinal 
length of each slab, and at the end of each slab 
are matching recesses 23 which form, when the 
ends of the slabs are abutted, the same T forma 
tion, half of which is carried by the end of one 
slab and half by the other. The specially formed 
tie member in the form of an I plate 25 is seated 
in the slots 22 and 23 and extends the full depth 
of each slab and is of a su?icient height to extend 
above the top edge of the lower course of slabs. 
It will be noted that the tie members 24 for 
the lower course have cutout sections 25 in the 
Web so that they will ?t over the plates and will 
extend downwardly to be embedded in the poured 
concrete layer 2 i. This method of tying the lower 
course of slabs gives added strength at the foot 
of the structure. The tie members 24 for the 
course above the base course are the same as 
illustrated in Fig. 7, except they need not have 
the cutout 25, and are preferably of the form 
shown in Fig. 13. 

It should be noted that the tie members 24 
are of sufficient height so that they extend the 
full height of the slabs and beyond the horizontal 
edges thereof so that, when the tie members are 
in place, they serve to tie the slabs forming three 
horizontal courses of the wall structure together. 

After the’ poured layer 2i has set, the footing 
is in condition so that erection of the building 
may be proceeded with. It will be noted that, as 
I have illustrated the outer corner wall section 
particularly in Fig. 5, a specially formed wall 
unit speci?cally illustrated in Fig. 11 is fitted into 
the right angle at the corner of the outside wall 
course. This member comprises an angle block 
26 which, for the lower course, is carried at the 
upper outside angle of the plate 48 as viewed in 
Fig. l of the drawings. Straight slots Eli are 
formed in this block and in the adjacent side 
wall units. The adjacent angle side wall units 
indicated by 28 are approximately half the nor 
mal length of the unit ll’. Therefore, since the 
spacing of the plate 18 and the adjacent plates 
!3 is coordinated with the length of the units 28 
and the outer walls of the unit 25, one end of 
each of the units 28, as well as the unit 26, is 
carried by the plate 13, and the units 28 are 
connected with the unit 25 by straight tie mem 
bers 29 that seat in the slots 2?, and serve to tie 
the units forming the corner of the wall struc 
ture together. The other end of the side wall 
units is carried respectively by the adjacent base 
supporting and leveling plates l3. 

Inner corner ‘units 36 form the angle of the 
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inner wall and are connected with the inner wall 
slabs by the tie members 24. The lower course 
tie members are formed as illustrated in Fig. 7, 
These corner tie members have attached to the 
inner face of the webs thereof inwardly opening 
U-shaped brackets 3i,‘ and the heads 32 of gen 
erally I-shaped plates 33 seat in said brackets 3i. 
Thecon-ncc-ting webs‘ of the I-shaped plates 33 
have attached to their inner face a U-shaped 
bracket 36 in which theinner heads of the I 
shaped plates 35 seat. The unit 26 has attached 
to its inner flattened face a U—shaped bracket 36, 
and the outer end of the members 35 seat therein. 

It will be noted particularly by reference to 
Figs. 1i) and 12 that the member '25 that ties the 
bracket 36 is the height of two. standard courses, 
and that the bracket t?-overlaps the horizontal 
parting line between the courses, while the plate 
33 and the bracket 3-’; carried thereby are of a 
reduced height so that the bracket 3% supports 
two tie members 35, the inner ends of which are 
carried by separate brackets 36. 
This brace structure constitutes, as will be 

readily appreciated, a strong connection between 
the corner units of the wall structure and is so 
constructed that it may be very readily and rap 
idly assembled. 
In Figs. 14, 15 and 16, there is illustrated a 

modi?cation of the corner unit constructions and 
also of the tie members for bracing and connect 
ing the corners of the wall. The outer corner 
unit it!) is in the general form of a right-angle 
block having bevelled extensions i! and having 
a slot 122 formed in each outer face. The adja 
cent wall units have the faces that match the > 
corner unit 49 formed With a slot 453 and a bevelled 
face M complementary to the face 41 of the cor 
ner unit iii}. The inner wall corner unit 45 is 
provided with bevelled end faces 46 and with 
vertical slots 47, the inner adjacent wall slabs 
having the faces adjacent to the corner unit 45 
formed with a bevelled extension 48 and with 
slots £19. Instead of using the generally formed 
T-shaped strut structure of Fig. 5, the modi?ca 
tion of the corner structure being described em 
ploys a pair of plates 553 having an outer angu 
larly de?ected T-shaped extension 53 that seats 
in the slots 42 and 53, the web of the plate ex 
tending between the adjacent faces of the mem 
ber lit and the contiguous slab units, and an 
angularly de?ected T-shaped extension 52 that 
seats in the slots 4? and 49, the web extending 
between the unit 45 and the adjacent slab units. 
This construction provides a very substantial 

corner reinforcement which, like the structure of 
Fig. 5, may be very rapidly and readily assem 
bled. It has an advantage in that, by tying the 
complementarily bevelled faces of the corner 
units and the adjacent wall slabs, the opposed 
surfaces tend to lock together to prevent dis 
placement of the corner units and, when tied 
together by the tie members illustrated and de 
scribed, the corner units form in eifect a keystone 
arch construction preventing longitudinal or 
lateral displacement of the units forming the 
corner of the wall structure. ‘In other respects, 
the wall construction is erected in the same man 
ner as hereinbefore described. 
In Figs. 18 and 19, I have illustrated an addi 

tional modi?cation in which is provided an outer 
wall corner unit to having a convex curved outer 
surface, the inner surface being concave, with the 
end faces thereof matching in parallel alignment 
the adjacent edges of the contiguous wall slab 
units, When this construction is employed, the 
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6 
tie between the outer corner unit til is by means 
of a straight tie plate 6i that seats in vertical 
slots 52 in the unit as and in vertical slots 63 
formed in the matching face of the adjacent Wall 
slab unit. 
The inner wall corner unit of the modi?cation 

being described comprises a curved unit 64 hav 
ing its outer surface concavely curved and its 
inner surface convexly curved. This unit has 
straight vertical slots 65 in its outer vertical faces 
and is directly crosstied by the tie member 24 
in the form illustrated in Fig. '7 for the lower 
course and in the form illustrated in Fig. 13 for 
the upper courses. With the exception of these 
modi?cations, the wall structure is the same as 
has already been described in connection with 
the other views of the drawings. 
The advantage of the modi?cation shown in 

Figs. 18 and 19 is that it has a degree of simplicity 
greater than in the other illustrations, and for 
some structures will be preferred because of this 
and also because it provides a rounded line at 
the corner of both the exterior and the interior 
of the building. 

In view of the above description, it will be 
readily understood that I have provided a wall 
construction which fully accomplishes the pur-. 
poses of the invention and which results in a 
strong building structure that may be readily 
adapted to different designs. The structure econ 
omizes in cost of material as well as in cost of 
labor erection because the assembly of the 
preformed units may be performed rapidly and 
efficiently without the exercise of a high degree 

* of skill. 

I have illustrated theseveral modi?cations in 
order to make a complete disclosure of the best 
forms in which the invention may be exempli 
?ed. It should be understood, however, that the 
detailed illustrations and description are not to 
be taken as limitations upon the scope of the 
invention except as expressed in the claims. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A wall structure comprising a poured foot 

ing of concrete, threaded rods embedded in said 
footing and extending above the top face of the 
footing, adjustable base supports carried by said 
rods, means associated with said rods and sup 
ports for independently adjusting said supports, 
and a wall structure including inner and outer 
wall slabs arranged in'horizontal courses the 
base course of which is supported on said ad 
justable base supports. 

2. A wall structure comprising a footing of 
poured concrete having a generally flat upper 
face, supporting rods embedded in said footing 
and extending above the upper face thereof, ad 
justable base plates carried by said rods, means 
associated with said rods and plates for inde 
pendently adjusting said base plates, a wall 
structure mounted on said footing including in 
ner and outer slabs arranged in horizontal 
courses the initial course of which is supported 
by said base plates, and a layer of binding ma 
terial embedding said base plates after the same 
have been adjusted for leveling the initial course 
of the wall slabs. 

3. A wall structure comprising a footing of 
poured concrete having a generally ?at upper 
face, supporting rods embedded in said footing 
and extending above the upper face thereof,.ad 
justable base plates carried by said rods, means 
associated with said rods and plates for inde 
pendently adjusting said base plates, a wall 
structure mounted on said footing including _in—. 
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ing larger than the rods so that the plates can 
be adjusted horizontally, and nuts mounted on 
the rods above the plates. 

7. A Wall structure, comprising a poured foot 
ing of material that sets to form a monolithic 
Wall, rods embedded in said footing and extend 
ing above the upper face thereof, the upper ends 
of said rods being threaded, nuts threaded on 
the tops of the rods, plates having openings 
formed therein disposed over the rods above the 
nuts, the openings in the plates being larger than 
the rods so that the plates can be adjusted hori 
zontally, nuts mounted on the rods above the 
plates, 2. Wall structure mounted on said plates 
including inner and outer members arranged in 
horizontal courses, the base course of which is 
supported on said plates, and a layer of binding 
material embedding the upper face of the footing, 
the plates and the lower section of said base 
course. 

FREDERICK G. LANGENBERG. 
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